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Don’t know what it is…
send a genetic test!

An estimated 30-40 % of genetic tests in the US are 
ordered or interpreted incorrectly

There are over 1,000 different genetic tests in use

Genetics tests are complex and $$$$



Why should we test?

Molecular Medicine = Personalized Medicine

Diagnosing the previously unknown
Pharmacogenomics
Cancer prognostics

Family planning
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Presentation Notes
An estimated 50 % of causes of intellectual disability have a genetic basis. Current screening methods may identify 20% of them with a change in management in 1%



Objectives

 Brief history of genetic testing

 Review DNA Basics

 Resources beyond Dr Google 

 Types of testing methods

 Considerations before ordering

 How to order genetic tests



"He who asks a question is a fool for 
five minutes; he who does not ask a 

question remains a fool forever."
- Chinese proverb



Walther Flemming
1882

Whole Exome Sequencing
Clinically Available

2011

Chromosomal Microarray
Clinically Available

2006
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Flemming – visualized the first chromosome and named mitosis in salamander gills and finsWaldeyer – named chromosomes (colored bodies) and coined the word neuron and backed the neuron theory of the brain



13 years ago…

• The Human Genome Project
– Completed in 2003 after 13 years of research
– Identified about 25,000 genes

• Now estimated to have 35,000 genes
– Cost:  $ 2.7 billion 

• The International HapMap Project
– First completed in 2005
– Haplotype – a set of genes that are closely 

linked and tend to be inherited together



DNA Basics



Deoxyribonucleic Acid



Transcription & Translation



Interesting Numbers

Nuclear DNA
– The human genome contains 3.2 billion nucleotide 

pairs
– Only 1.5 % encode proteins !
– Little is known about the rest

Mitochondrial DNA
– 16,600 nucleotide pairs
– Codes for 37 genes
– Over 100 nuclear genes necessary for mitochondrial 

function



Types of DNA Mutations

Insertion
Deletion

Point Mutations
Duplication
And more ??

Frameshift
Missense
Nonsense

Repeat Expansions



Case

A family of 5 come to your clinic for genetic 
counseling .

Dad was diagnosed with Huntington Disease at 42. 

His three kids have already been tested.

They’re coming to you because you mistakenly took a 
job where there is no genetic 
counselor within 200 miles.



Question

How is Huntington Disease inherited?



AD CAG Nucleotide Repeats

10 yo has 43 CAG Repeats
6 yo has 32 CAG Repeats
4 yo has 37 CAG Repeats

Do they have the different risks of developing 
HD?

Yes  or  No



I have no idea.













At risk for developing HD

10 yo has 43 CAG Repeats and has full penetrance HD
6 yo has 32 CAG Repeats and is ‘not at risk’ carrier

4 yo has 37 CAG Repeats has reduced penetrance HD

What do you do next?



Useful Internet Resources

For Direct Patient Care
– GeneTests www.genetests.org

• This links you to GeneReviews & OMIM

– TreatableID www.treatable-id.org

For individual gene investigations
– OMIM www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim
– GeneCards www.genecards.org



Genetic Testing Options



Types of Clinical Testing

• Newborn screening 
• Diagnostic testing
• Carrier testing
• Prenatal testing
• Preimplantation testing
• Predictive testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Newborn screening – to identify individuals with an increased chance of having a specific genetic disorder so that treatment can be started as soon as possible.Diagnostic testing - to confirm or rule out a known or suspected genetic disorder in a symptomatic individual of any age.Carrier testing - to identify individuals who have a gene mutation for a disorder inherited in an autosomal recessive or X-linked recessive manner.Prenatal testing - during a pregnancy to assess the health status of a fetus.Preimplantation testing - on early embryos resulting from in vitro fertilization in order to decrease the chance of a particular genetic condition occurring in the fetus.Predictive testing – to evaluate risk in asymptomatic individuals with a family history of a genetic disorder



Clinically Available Testing Methods

• Biochemical Testing
• Chromosomal Banding (Karyotype)
• Comparative Genomic Hybridization (CGH)
• FISH
• Single Gene or Gene Panel Testing
• Mitochondrial DNA Tests
• Whole Exome Sequencing
• Whole Genome Sequencing



Biochemical Testing

Specific tests to assess the 
presence, absence, or 

function of downstream 
effects of genetic changes

Cannot distinguish between 
various genetic etiologies 
and often influenced by 

time of evaluation.  

$50 - 1000



Chromosomal Banding
(Karyotype)

Detects large segments of 
missing, extra, or 
rearranged DNA

Misses small changes.
Some rearrangements are 
not clinically significant.

$300 - 500



Comparative Genomic Hybridization
(Chromosomal Microarray)

Detects small deletions or 
duplications of specific 

segments of the genome

Rare mutations and 
chromosomal 

rearrangements are often 
missed.

$1500 - 2000
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Presentation Notes
Chromosomal microarray (CMA) is increasingly utilized for genetic testing of individuals with unexplained developmental delay/intellectual disability (DD/ID), autism spectrum disorders (ASD), or multiple congenital anomalies (MCA). Performing CMA and G-banded karyotyping on every patient substantially increases the total cost of genetic testing. The International Standard Cytogenomic Array (ISCA) Consortium held two international workshops and conducted a literature review of 33 studies, including 21,698 patients tested by CMA. We provide an evidence-based summary of clinical cytogenetic testing comparing CMA to G-banded karyotyping with respect to technical advantages and limitations, diagnostic yield for various types of chromosomal aberrations, and issues that affect test interpretation. CMA offers a much higher diagnostic yield (15%–20%) for genetic testing of individuals with unexplained DD/ID, ASD, or MCA than a G-banded karyotype (~3%, excluding Down syndrome and other recognizable chromosomal syndromes), primarily because of its higher sensitivity for submicroscopic deletions and duplications. Truly balanced rearrangements and low-level mosaicism are generally not detectable by arrays, but these are relatively infrequent causes of abnormal phenotypes in this population (



Fluorescent in Situ Hybridization

Detects large specific 
rearrangements, deletions, 

or duplications

Specific mutation in 
question must be known. 

$100 - 800



Sequencing or Direct DNA Testing

Many ways to test including probes, PCR 
gene amplification, or other ‘next 

generation sequencing’ techniques

When you have a specific constellation  of 
symptoms or a unique clinical symptom

Only tests for known clinically significant 
mutations depending on each lab’s panels

$300 – 10,000



Whole Exome Sequencing

Evaluates each base of 
protein encoding regions 

of DNA

Can miss Trinucleotide 
Repeats and large 

deletions or duplications. 

$8,000 – 12,000



So shouldn’t we all get our genetic 
testing and be done with it?



Consider the Challenges

We’re collecting a large amount of information 
about patients that we have a limited 
understanding of.

Genetic mutations can cause the activation or 
deactivation of downstream products in 
variable degrees of unknown clinical 
significance.



Informed Consent for Data

For the first time, patients will need to choose 
beforehand what portions of the test results 

they wish to receive or not receive.

• Receive all information (Pamphlet, Website, CD, DVD?)
• Receive information regarding target of interest
• Receive medically actionable information for patient’s 

today, in the future, or for their relatives



Not to mention…

• Revelation of nonpaternity, consanguinity
• Huge number of variants of unknown 

significance
• Finding unexpected mutations
• Possible forensic uses of data
• Data storage and privacy
• Costs of genetic counseling
• Need for other follow-up



Should the test be made widely available?

10 minutes counseling pre and post test

If 3 million tests are done: 2,820,000
unaffected

Totaling 940,000 hours of counseling for 
normal studies!

(That’s 470 full-time genetic counselors)



How do we find the right test?



That Depends…

Clinical Direct to Consumer



www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gtr/

















ARHGEF9, ARX, 
CDKL5, CNTNAP2, 
FOXG1, GABRG2, 
GRIN2A, KCNT1, 
MECP2, NRXN1, 
PCDH19, PNKP, 

RNASEH2A, 
RNASEH2B, 
RNASEH2C, 

SAMHD1, SCN1A, 
SCN1B, SCN2A, 
SCN8A, SCN9A, 

SLC25A22, SLC2A1, 
SLC9A6, SPTAN1, 

STXBP1, SYNGAP1, 
TCF4, TREX1, 
UBE3A, ZEB2

• Angelman syndrome
• Rett Syndrome
• Generalized Epilepsy with Febrile Seizures 

Plus (GEFS+)
• Early infantile epileptic encephalopathy
• Pitt-Hopkins-like syndrome
• Aicardi-Goutieres syndrome 1-5
• Epilepsy and Mowat-Wilson syndrome
• Cortical dysplasia-focal epilepsy syndrome
• Christianson syndrome
• Severe epileptic encephalopathy with 

autonomic dysfunction 



ARX
CDKL5
FOXG1

GABRB3
GRIN2A
MEF2C
SCN2A

SLC25A22
SPTAN1
STXBP1 

• X-linked infantile spasms syndrome (ISSX)

• West syndrome (WS)

• Infantile spasms associated with Rett syndrome 
congenital variant

• Early onset epileptic spasms associated with 
epilepsy with neurodevelopmental defects

• Infantile spasms associated with intellectual 
disability, stereotypic movements, and/or 
cerebral malformations

• West syndrome associated with early infantile 
epileptic encephalopathy (EIEE)



Future of Genetics

Will likely become cheaper and more widely available

Will guide the development of gene specific therapies

An overflow of information and increasing challenges 
with clinical application

- Expanding need for clinical databases



Take Home Points

• Genetic tests should be considered when they 
are useful in the diagnosis and care of a patient. 

• Testing should be chosen carefully. You may not 
require the newest or most sophisticated 
testing.

• All patients who pursue genetic testing must 
have adequate pre and post discussions.



QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS ??
Thank you for your attention!
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